Traditional microprocessor-based solutions are insufficient to serve the dynamic throughput demands of real-time scalable multimedia processing systems. This paper introduces a Polymorphic Architecture for the Discrete Wavelet Transform (Poly-DWT) as a building block of reconfigurable systems to address these needs. We illustrate how our Poly-DWT architecture can dynamically make resource allocation decisions according to application requirements. We perform a quantitative analysis of our Poly-DWT architecture using an FPGA prototype, and compare our filters to existing approaches to illustrate the area and performance benefits inherent in our approach."
INTRODUCTION
The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has emerged as a powerful tool for compression and is being used in many multimedia and signal processing applications. It has been used to provide time-frequency analysis of images which allows scalable encoding of multimedia [1, 2, 3] . The large computational complexity and memory requirements involved in real-time image processing algorithms have been a bottleneck for such systems. Previous hardware implementations such as those using ASICs or FPGAs are capable of accelerating these computations by exploiting the inherent algorithmic parallelism. Hardware implementations [4, 5, 6] aim at reducing hardware complexity in order to improve system throughput.
In this paper, we introduce a new layout and reconfiguration scheme for multimedia applications, which we call the Polymorphic Wavelet Architecture (Poly-DWT). We define polymorphism as the capacity of an architecture to adapt its hardware usage to meet the desired dynamic specifications. In the image processing domain, these specifications would be in terms of throughput, reconstruction quality, and power consumption, among others. Our Poly-DWT architecture allows the individual processing kernels to modify their hardware resources to suit the instantaneous application requirements. At its highest level, the Poly-DWT provisions for optimal device usage under the given performance and quality Figure 1 gives a general description of Poly-DWT and its interface with a larger multimedia system. Multimedia input such as stream of pixels is first transformed into the time-frequency domain by the wavelet transform. An interface is provided for the application to dynamically notify the architecture about its performance requirements in terms of the hardware constraints and the image reconstruction quality demands. The hardware resources allocated for the computation of DWT can be reconfigured to exploit the inherent tradeoff between the device area and power usage versus the image compression performance of the architecture.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We introduce the concept of the Polymorphic Discrete Wavelet Transform (Poly-DWT) architecture to enable dynamic reconfiguration of hardware resources.
• We present a quantitative analysis of the various factors and tradeoffs involved in a Poly-DWT implementation. A multiplier-free architecture is obtained to enable higher clock speed.
• We present results of FPGA synthesis oof Poly-DWT filters. • Given the image quality constraints, the Poly-DWT architecture can self-reconfigure to maximize device performance or power consumption, and given an external resource or performance constraint it can reconfigure to maximize image quality.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Our Poly-DWT architecture must enable dynamic control of the allocated resources in order to yield high performance subject to many external parameters. Although this architecture serves different needs depending on the target multimedia application, one constant across many variations is the use of efficient wavelet transform filters for high-quality compression of image or video data and power efficient design.
Biorthogonal Wavelet Filter Banks (BWFBs) are commonly used for image processing. Due to irrational values in their filter coefficients, any associated hardware implementation requires a high precision architecture. Many research works have faced the problem of reducing the DWT complexity [7, 8, 5] . The most common image processing wavelet filter is CDF-9/7, which is accepted as the standard for lossless compression in JPEG2000 [3] . The implementation of CDF-9/7 over fixed point arithmetic leads to quantization error and requires large amounts of hardware resources for perfect image reconstruction. Recently, multiplier-free implementations have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity [5, 6] . Most implementations approximate the irrational coefficients into nearby rational values, leading to image reconstruction quality tradeoffs.
In [9] , the authors present a technique to rationalize the coefficients of wavelet filters that will preserve biorthogonality and perfect reconstruction. This approach also preserves regularity of the structure. In this paper, we exploit this technique to obtain the various binary coefficient multiplierfree implementations of the 9/7 filters in this paper.
MOTIVATION AND INSIGHT
In this section we discuss some dimensions that provide this polymorphic capacity to our architecture. The first dimension is the choice of suitable DWT filter to serve instance and application specific requirements. The complexity of the DWT hardware is another important aspect. An implementation with diverse hardware requirements such as multipliers and buffers is less amenable to dynamic reconfiguration. Diverse hardware requirements also imply larger power, and slower performance.
The two most common and standard filters for DWT over images are Le Gall's 5/3 filter and the Daubechies 9/7 filter [3] . Poly-DWT filter tries to achieve high image compression like Daubechies filter with cheaper implementation cost, higher throughput, and on-the-fly switching to a 5/3 filter architecture.
There are four filters that comprise the two-channel biorthogonal wavelet system. The analysis and synthesis low-pass filters are denoted by H 0 and G 0 , respectively.
A look at first two columns in Table 1 sheds light on the inherent difficulties in the hardware implementation of the original Daubechies 9/7 filter. While this filter has high compression performance, it will lead to lossy compression due to truncation involved in the filter coefficients. Moreover, hardware multipliers would be needed to implement this in our design with reasonable precision. Tay [9] increases the number of freedom in original expression for Daubechies bi-orthogonal filter bank derivation and utilizes this to obtain expression for binary rational coefficients for 9/7 filters. A poly-DWT design is built over such rational coefficients filters obtained by a numerical study and analysis to achieve low quantization loss [10] . The filter coefficients are given in Table 1 .We use this filter in this paper to illustrate some advantages of our Poly-DWT architecture.
On the Fly Switching between 9/7 and 5/3 Filter Structures
One motivation behind our Poly-DWT architecture is to provide dynamic switching between wavelet filters. Le Gall's 5/3 filter has rational coefficients and has been used in image processing as a standard for image compression [3] . In this section we develop a structure to allow dynamic switching between the poly-DWT 9/7 filter and Le Gall's 5/3 filter.
In [10] we present the mathematics to reach at the coefficients for the Poly-DWT filter. We use those filters to reach the following relation: It is evident that we can develop a perfect reconstruction Poly-DWT filter with binary coefficients. This implementation is illustrated in the block diagram given in Fig. 2 . The yellow/ shaded region is the architecture common to the 5/3 and 9/7 filters.
The division by 2, 4, 8, 32, and 64 can be implemented using shift operations. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the Le Gall's 5/3 filter implementation requires only eight adder/subtractor units. The binary 9/7 Poly-DWT filter requires only twelve adder/ subtractor units.
Power and Space Efficient Folded Design
DWT output signals can be down-sampled by a factor of two without any loss of information. This motivates us to further reduce the hardware cost of implementation. We can multiplex the hardware resources to obtain a more efficient design which is referred to as folded architecture. As shown in Fig. 3 , our folded architecture implements Le Gall's 5/3 filter in five adder/subtractor units while our Poly-DWT filter is implemented using nine adder/subtractor units. Signal out97(i) has signals low97(i) and high97(i) multiplexed into it using a 2x1 multiplexer in the hardware. By changing the values of the signal lo/hi alternatively every other cycle we can get the high and low pass values. The dark shaded (yellow) regions are the common hardware resources for the 5/3 and 9/7 filter implementation. When the Poly-DWT implements a 5/3 filter, the remaining hardware is switched off to save power.
Other possible aspects of the Poly-DWT implementation (number of DWT kernels required, bit width of internal representation of registers, separation / folding of row and column processing DWT kernels etc) have not been discussed for brevity and they are left as a future work. 
Fixed Point Description
In this work, we avoid the floating-point implementation of the system to prevent a non-optimal usage of resources. There are two conflicting issues that affect the decision to decide the hardware bit allocation for internal representation of variables:
(a) Increased number of bits generally implies better performance in terms of image quality and reduced error.
(b) Decreased number of bits imply a better hardware utilization, and lower power consumption.
A dynamic tradeoff in power versus reconstruction quality is required to cater to different applications. The experiments for simulating variable bit width of internal registers used show an interesting trend as explained in experimentation section.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We targeted a Xilinx XC5VLX30 FPGA for our experiments, using ModelSim 6.0c for simulation purposes and Xilinx ISE 9.1i for synthesis. The proposed Poly-DWT filter gives a more efficient representation than the original Daubechies 9/7 filter as well as the Le Gall's 5/3 filter in fixed point hardware implementation. We represented the intermediate variables in Q9.4 fixed point format for this experimental setup. The more detailed analysis of image reconstruction performance of various filters was done using MATLAB.
Direct implementation of the CDF-9/7 filter gave a clock frequency of 107 MHz, while requiring 16 multiplier units. Martina et al. [6] report a clock frequency of about 200 MHz through a multiplier-free implementation, targeting 0.13 µm Fig. 4 . Change in FPGA clock frequency (MHz) for variable bit widths for various filters VLSI technology. By pipelining the individual shift and add operations, we were able to achieve vey high clock frequencies (over 350 MHz on our target Virtex-5 platform) for our Poly-DWT design. The change in frequency versus bit width of internal representation and type of filter is shown in figure 4 . The hardware resources utilized in these DWT kernels are summarized in Table 2 . A comparison of hardware resources utilization is compared to existing works.
FPGA-specific implementation results are given in Table 3 . Here, the effect of change in bit width of input data on the hardware resource usage of the FPGA chip can be seen. Poly-DWT requires no multipliers, leading to an overall efficient area/power profile than original filters.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we discussed the hardware design of a Polymorphic Wavelet Architecture to enable dynamic real-time multimedia applications. A multiplier-free implementation of DWT requiring only nine adders was synthesized on a Xilinx Virtex V FPGA and achieved a clock frequency of over 350 MHz while allowing on-the-fly switching to a simpler DWT filter.
The future work includes adding new dimensions of parallelism to the architecture including bit width variations and memory access.
